newsroom. Building 26, Room 226. The first person to accomplish this mission will receive $20 to Firestone's. GO! Questions? Call Emily at 756-1796
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What exactly is
gpnzo joumalism?
In 1971, Thompson wrote
“Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas,”
MUSTANG DAILY
which told the story of Raoul
No, Gonzo isn’t the celebration
Duke and his attorney Dr.
of a beloved Muppet character.
Gonzo. The book — which was
Every spring, the Mustang Daily
later adapted to the big screen —
puts out this crazy parody paper
was written in gonzo fashion,
to honor the late Hunter S.
although Thompson was upset
Thompson, who dreamt up
S.‘
that it had to be edited several
“gonzo journalism.” As defined by
times before publication.
Wikipedia, it “argues that jour
In April 2005, Thompson took
nalism can be truthful without
his own life at his home in
striving for objectivity. It favors
Woody Creek, Colo. The next
style over accuracy and aims to
month. Rolling Stone dedicated
describe personal experiences or
an issue to him, filled with letters
the essence or mood of things
H u n te r S . T h o m p so n
from friends, including close friend
rather than facts.”
Johnny Depp (who played Thompson
W ithin journalism , Thompson was
in the movie “Fear and Loathing”), Jack
known as a radical in his style both in and
Nicholson and other political figures.
out o f the newsroom. He wrote for
His ofF-the-wall lifestyle was shock
W H E R E 'S
Rolling Stone as a political reporter
ing to many, but as Depp said in Rolling
W ARl
between I960 and 1980 and covered the
Stone, “He was a truth seeker. He was a
Nixon administration’s downfall. He also
hypersensitive medium who channeled
wrote several books in his “gonzo” style,
the underlying currents o f truth, con
whicih popularized everything that jour
cealed m veils o f silken lies that we have
nalism wasn’t: subjectivity, made-up facts,
become accustomed to swallowing.”
missed deadlines and more. Thompson
In his memory, this annual issue
believed that “fiction is often the best
adheres to Thom pson’s philosophy
fact,” and therefore commented on current
toward journalism: satire.
events through satire.

Your guide to
understanding
this issue

Emily Rancer

Spam worm attacks students
MUSTANCi DAILY

into that Sturt," he said. “ If som e
thing radioactive or mutant got into
a batch, the possibilities are end
less."

Upon discovering the worm,
animal control and ('ampus Dining
representatives collaborated to
decide what to do with it. They
eventually decided to give it to a lab
for a thorough analysis, after which
it will probably be fed to the near
est pack of dogs.
“ It seems to be dead, that is, it it
was ever alive,” animal control assis
tant director Hilly Williams said.
“This Sturt' has the longest shelf
life ever, so we have no clue w'hen
it was created,” ('ampus Dining staff

W ARi
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This story is
partially true

This Story is
actually true
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This story Is
totally made up
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€> Puzziesi

Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

Giana Magnoli
Earlier this year, a “worm” was
found in the C'al Foly computer sys
tem. The .worm worked its v\ay
through the system and attacked
hundreds of unsuspecting students in
the University Union I'laza.
In a strange and very ironic turn
of events, it was recently discovered
that the virus is, quite literally, a
Spam worm. Yes — scientists and
computer nerds alike are unsure
how It happened, but both the con
tainers and contents of 10 Spam
cans somehow bonded togetlier to
create a 3-foot-5 “worm.”
rhe Spam worm then chewed its
w.iy through a network cable, out a
screen and onto the campus.
Obviouslv, this seems ridiculous.
However. Waldo Watson. (d T ) of
Spam products, insisted that it could
be possible.
“Who tlie heck knows what goes

WHERE'i
WAI

W H E R E 'S

CVl:

MONICA YAMAMOTO m o io

iilusiraiion

A Spam worm attacked hundreds of students, but after authorities con
trolled the virus, Campus Dining intends to investigate further.
“ It’s most likely just a
member Laura Hostess said.
“Hopefully the lab results will yield occurrence. However, if it
some answers.”
turns on us, we’ll be ready.”
On a side note, Hormel Foods
C'orp.,the makers of Spam, are cau
♦ ,
A
tioning everyone to be more aware
of food storage. 7 hey suggest sepa
rating cans of Spam from one
another to prevent this sort of inci
dent from ever happening again.
“ I don’t think Spam is planning a
global uprising,” Watson said.
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N ew class w ill show students how to grow, sell marijuana
Brooke Robertson
MUSTANC: DAILY

Smoke the dope? Hit the reefer?
Huff on the peace pipe? Spend
quality time with Mary Jane?
Marijuana will soon be available
for purchase at Cal Poly thanks to a
new class from the horticulture and
crop science department.
HCS 420, marijuana mainte
nance, will be offered during th<?
upcoming summer quarter and will
provide enrolled students with an
education in all aspects of growing
Cannabis sativa, the plant com
monly known as marijuana in its
dried form.
The harvested crop will be avail
able for students and community
members to purchase for a “reason
able” price at the Poly Plant Shop,
said horticulture and crop science*

department head John Peterson.
Sales will contribute to department
needs, including glass testing
equipment and funding for a 90foot-tall greenhouse.
“Now I can just pick up a dime
bag between classes!” mechanical
engineering
freshman
Noel
Watterson said. “ I’ll never have to
leave campus!”
The focus of the horticulture
and crop science department is to
prepare students to work with
plants, to understand how they

grow and how they affect culture
and environment, Peterson said.
“Cannabis sativa is a plant that
has affected world cultures over the
centuries, including present day,”
he said. Peterson cited religion, for
eign policy, military tactics, and the
abortion debate as being affected
by the trade and use of marijuana.
“ It’s an extremely important
plant in our society that horticul
ture programs across the country
should be studying,” Peterson said.
What of the fact that growing
marijuana remains illegal? “What
the hell,” shrugged Cal Poly
President Warren Baker after much
debate over whether to allow the
class.“ It’s good for the soul.”
Students taking marijuana main
tenance will learn to grow different
strands of Cannabis sativa in both
natural and controlled environ

ments. They will also gain an edu
cation of the plant’s history, the
current marijuana industry and the
plant’s effects on the human brain
through research and testing.
Class readings will include
Colombian marijuana boss Alberto
M artinez’s autobiography, “The
Good Life,” and “The Cannabis
Grow Bible: The Definitive Guide
to
Growing
Marijuana
for
Recreational and Medical Use.”
“ I’ve always thought about
growing my own marijuana and
selling it to a few friends,” horticul
ture junior Fiona Campbell said.
“But learning how to grow differ
ent types of weed and to sell it on
a larger scale makes me think I
could do this as a profession.”
Growing marijuana is “extreme
ly profitable from a business per
spective,” Peterson said. “You can

really make a lot of money if you
know what you’re doing.”
Peterson believes marijuana
maintenance will give students that
money-growing, marijuana-mak
ing education they can carry into
the industry.
Peterson is currently working
with the university and with the
College of Agriculture, Food and
Environmental Sciences to turn the
study and harvest of Cannabis sati
va into a horticulture and crop sci
ences concentration. He would also
like to develop study abroad
opportunities for students in
Colombia, the world’s largest sup
plier of marijuana.
“ 1 think it could be a great
opportunity for students to brush
shoulders and kick it with industry
professionals,” Peterson said.

Mustang Daily beo3mes n i^ t dub after hours Wussy ‘Fight Song’
given new lyrics

T he editorial staff will party it up after the paper is finished and die Mustang Nigfidy club takes over.
Emily Rancer

Giana Magnoli

M USTANC; DAILY

Meeting deadline is an extraor
dinary event for the Mustang
Daily every night. As an incentive
to finish by 9 p.m., the Mustang
Daily newsroom will be converted
to the Mustang Nightly — a
swanky night club — as soon as
the last pages are finished.
“On cue, the lights will turn
off, a disco ball will drop from the
ceiling and ‘Call On Me’ will
immediately start playing,” manag
ing editor Jennifer Hall said.“We’ll
all party under the strobe lights
until U(iS tells us we can go
home.”
There are plenty of desks and
tables for the editors to dance on,
plus they’ve made good use out of
the rolling chairs.
“My favorite dance is the shot
gun,” copy editor (iiana Magnoli
said. “ I sit in my rolling chair and
pn>pel myself across the room, out
the door, and into unsuspecting
students. I want to raise awareness
about the amazing opportunities
one has while sitting in an office
chair beyond doing work.”
The Mustang Daily has used a
portion of its advertising revenue
to purchase a jukebox, bar stools

M ustang Daily N ew sroom Playlist

1

Pop! G oes M y Heart

Drew Barrymore, Hugh Grant

Music and Lyrics Soundtrack

Eric Prydz

G a llo n M e -E P

SexyBack

Justin Timberlake

FutureSex / LoveSounds

I'm S h ip p in g U p to
Boston

Dropkick Murphys

The Departed Soundtrack

Lips Like Sugar

Seal

Seal: Best 1994-2001

6

O ver M y Head

The Fray

How to Save a Life

7

W ho A m I

Jean Valjean

Les Miserables

8

Crazy Ants M arching

Call O n M e

and extra AP Style books. Some
money was also set aside to pay for
a bouncer to man the newsroom
door.
“ I was a little surprised at first
that my services would be needed
on campus after hours,” said
University Police C!hief Bill
Watton. “But I’ve really come to
enjoy standing in front of that
newsroom door, listening to great
music and just bouncing otf peo
ple who want to party. Those edi

a

Dave Matthews imposter

Were the C'al Poly Mustangs
Our teams rule the Big West
Jerseys adorned with our green and gold
Beach time year round ‘cause it never gets cold
Takes us four, five, six years to graduate
Twice that much if we’re engineers
So let’s spike, dunk, touchdown our way
Past our lame-ass peers!
Or we could just use “Eye of the Tiger.”

Gone
Bowling

tors put out five nights a week and
they deserve to have a good time
at the end of the day.”
The editors considered hiding a
keg in the filing cabinet but don’t
want their own bouncer to bust
them for possession of alcohol on
campus.
“We don’t need alcohol to have
fun.” Hall said. “Dancing to ‘Pop!
Goes My Heart’ under the strobes
is like a river of happiness flowing
from a mountain of love.”

Seml-Formol
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Fridag Mag 18at 8pm

Split happens.

ASI Presidential

Run-Off Election

/AV

M adonna inn G a rd e n R oom

Presidential Candidates

Tickets: $ 10 each o r 2 fo r $ 15
Available in SWE office 4 0 -120

Brandon Souza

C o m e e n jo y:
• C om plim entary A p p e tize rs , D esserts
•No-Host B a r fo r g u e s ts 21+
• C om plim entary P h o to s
ALL MAJORS W ELCOM E

Pop! happens.

How many people know the tune to the C'al
Poly fight song? Not a whole lot. (Band members
don’t count.) So, let’s change the tune to a classic
that is still sports-related (made up of real words, all
spelled correctly). Feel free to sing along, it’s to the
chorus of “Take me out to the ball game.”

YouTube

S o c ie ty of W o m e n E n g in e e rs P rese nts:

Dance
Party

M U S T A N C DAILY

Don’t Miss Out! Tickets are limited!

SniftfNT r.OV»ISMtNT

VO TE
M AY 16
Polling Locations
8 a.m.- 4 p.m.

Matt Taylor

Find candidate statements,
voter info and more at

a s i.c a lp o ly .e d u / e ie c t io n s

Ag Bridge
(Bldg. 10)
Education Breezeway
(Bldg. 2)
University Union Plaza
(Bldg. 65)
A s | \til| K - cM TV ^UKU'nt's
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Chuck Norris to step in for Baker Revhd o f the housewife:
“Since the administration is plagued
with bureaucracy problems, 1 believe there
are better ways to use that space,” Norris
After 33 years as C'al Poly’s president,
said.“l can also believe it’s not butter.”
'
Warren Baker has finally found a worthy
In addition, the official school colors
candidate to take over his post.
will be changed from green and gold to
Cdiarles “Cdnick” Norris, (>7,
black and blue —; the color of
will roundhouse kick his term
bruises.
otf with (!al Poly immediately
As for the C^ollege of
following graduation as Baker
Science and Mathematics,
sets sail on a three-year voyage
Norris is eliminating the table
around the world.
of elements.
“(diuck’s smile once hrouglit
“The only element 1 like is
.1 puppv back to life so handling
the element of surprise,” Norris
IS.OOO students shouldn't be a
said.
problem," Baker said.
In order to solve the public
1he world-renowned martial
transportation problem, Norris
artist, movie and television star
will be offering piggs’back
was once a C'al Poly student
rides to anyone v\ho lives off
himself
campus.
Norris graduated with a
In addition to Norris’ many
double major in engineering
accomplishments
on
the
and architecture. It took him
screen, he has received gre.it
two days to finish his courses.
notoriety for beating the sun in
"(dnick was arguably the
a staring contest, finding a cor
best student we ever had,”
ner in a round room and pro
retired engineering professor
ducing sweat that can burn a
Richard Moore said. "And he’s
hole through concrete.
on a first name basis with Ciod.”
SHEIRA PRINCESS OF POWEJt MUSTANC nAllV
“ 1 heard C'huck Norris
While at Poly, Norris had a
knows
the last digit of pi,”
Martial artist Chuck Norris will assume the role
notable athletic career. He
of
Poly president beginning summer 2007. mathematics sophomore John
pLiyed tennis and remains the
I )ivison said.
only man to ever h,ive defeated
Instead of inhabiting the presidential house on cam
a brick wall in the game.
pus, Norris will be living off'the land.
He also bowled religously and mastered the game by
He won’t need to churn butter, but will merely
bowling a perfect .^00 just by looking at the pins.
roundhouse kick the cows and watch the butter come
“Poly holds a special place in my heart next to all the straight out.
men 1 have karate chopped into oblivion," Norris said.
Anid when he wants eggs, Norris will crack open a
The campus will see some substantial changes when chicken.
Norris takes over.
“I know I am leaving Cal Poly in very capable hands,”
The Administration building will be demolished and Baker said. “Chuck can handle anything with a swift
a second gym and karate facility will be built in its place. nnindhouse kick to the face.”

Jennifer Hall
MUSTANC; DAIIY

This wsQk only
irge 1 topping pizza

P ic k a s a u c e .
Any Sauce.

OHfinal Marinara
Swaal Martnara
Pour Chaaaa Marinara
ip WhHa Qariie Parmaaafl

$
5.99
larry-out or delivery

$9.99minimuinfordelivery
onervalMIhn
May 14-29
'K » .

18051544-3636
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Home eœnomics returns to Pofy^
Amanda Retzer
MUSTANG DAILY

Ladies, put on your aprons, grab
a spatula and get away from boring
biology terms and complicated
equations. The home economics
major is back in business and ready
to get tbe women of tomorrow
back in the kitchen.
After being kicked
out of the Cbil Poly
curriculum 1.3 years
ago, popular demand
has
brought
this
mommy major back
into the lives of many
relieved students.
“Seriously, 1 only go to class to
see the hot guys, especially Mark in
my performance of lit class,” said
Laura Palmer, former speech com
munications major. “Now 1 can be
a home economics major and learn
things that will actually help me in
the future."
While some home economics
programs have other focuses such
as education or social services. Cal
Poly is bringing the major back to
its
roots
with
a
1960s
“Pleasantville” approach.
“ We want to make sure that
future families are being taken care
of and this home economics major
will help ensure that,” home eco
nomics department head
Phillis Johnson said. “This is the
way to properly prepare our
women to become excellent moth
ers and even better wives.”
Besides the general education
courses, the major focuses on three
mam areas: etiquette, cuisine and
cleaning. Ltiquette covers a broad
arr.iy of topics from the proper way
to set up the dinner table for six
people to how to hang a man’s
dress shirt and pants to avoid wrin
kling. CAiisine gives healthy, hearty
choices to women that will help
them prepare for the three meals of
the day and in-betw'een snacks.
“We primarily focus on the sec
ond half of the day because that is
when the children come home
from school and more importantly,
when husbands return from their
long strenuous days at work,"
Johnson said. “There can" be no
missteps or errors in this area of
study because the importance of
providing a solid meal for a man is
one of the most crucial parts of a
woman’s life.”
Cleaning, the last area of the
major, includes laundry, dishes and
house upkeep. The courses howev
er do not cover any sort of lawn

maintenance or trash as the man of
the house must always take care of
these areas, said Johnson.
The réintroduction of this major
was welcomed with open arms by
over 7.3 percent of C]al Poly stu
dents and faculty, according to a
’ survey by the Associated Students
Inc. At the head of the support
group was (kil Poly President
Warren Baker, whose
wife was actually
enrolled in C'al Poly as
a home economics
major in her college
Rather
than
accepting his newly
self-proposed 15-percent salary
increase. Baker has generously
decided to donate that money to
the home economics department
in hopes that women step up their
skills for generations to come.
“ I’ve seen a huge decrease in the
productivity and efTiciency of the
practice of home economics, and I
have decided to give my proposed
pay raise to the department,” Baker
said. “1 h,ive endless faith that this
major will produce many women
who are capable of fulfilling their
roles as housewives, not to mention
who will be able to make a killer
pot of pasta!”
Upon being accepted into the
program, majors will receive a per
sonalized apron, a top-notch
rolling pin by Cutco, two light
weight vacuums, and a license plate
frame that says “I’d rather be clean
ing, cooking or grabbing my hus
band a beer.”
Many C!al Boly females have
already requested a change in
majors and the department will not
turn anyone away.
“We intend on accepting every
one who applies and will be able to
accommodate for them with plen
ty of equipment and staff,” Johnson
said. “What kind of message would
we be sending to our community if
we said no to any woman who
desires to better her world and the
world o f her family?”
Palmer and her four roommates
have already turned in their trans
fer applications and cannot wait to
get into their new classes.
“My boyfriend is so excited that
I’m going to get my MRS degree,"
Palmer said. “We both know that
my spot is within the house walls
and he is so supportive o f that. I
don’t know what I would do with
out him, and now 1 will learn what
I can do for him!”
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M o v e o v er, S u p e r B o w l X X X II
a n e w in s ta n t c la s s ic is h e r e
to the ground game as much as
anything.
McClaine found ways to stop
the feared tandem of Bo Jackson
and Marcus Allen in ways few oth
ers had dreamed of. The Raiders
were held to.75 yards rushing.
That contrasted with the gallop
ing Ottis Anderson, who rambled
for 155 yards on the ground.
Here is a look at the tournament
leading up to the title game:

D evan M cC laine defeats
T ristan A ird 17-16 in th e
M u stan g D aily's Tecmo S uper
Bowl T o u rn am en t title gam e.
Tristan Aird
M U SIAN (, DAIIY

here are as many ques
tions as there are answers
following the Mustang
Daily’s Tecmo
Super
Bowl
Tournament, but one question in
particular
was
answered
in
resounding fashion.
C' o u 1d
the anticip a t e d
showdown
WHERE'S
hetween
WAR)
I) e V a n
McC^laine
and Tristan
Aird live
up to the
r,
hype?
Ï
Yes.
'A
And the
rousing
finish that left a worldwide audi
ence of NES lovers in disbelief one
day after the May 3 battle is sure to
be discussed and debated for years.
McC'.laine’s New York Cìiants
took advantage of a controversial
coaching decision on the part of
Aird’s Los Angeles Raiders on their
way to a 17-16 win in the Building
26 Dome.
When Aird took a 16-14 lead on
a 64-yard touchdown pass from Jay
Schroeder to Mervyn “Swervin’’
Fernandez with
SO seconds
remaining, the Silver and Black
sideline was sent into a frenzy.

T

First Round (Game 1)
Tristan’s Raiders 43, Ryan’s
Eagles 7
Ryan Chartrand summed up the
tandem of Jackson and Allen best
when he said: “They were like two
ii"
Hurricane Katrinas coming at me
at the same time.”
The pair combined for 157 yards
on 17 carries. Tim Brown caught
two balls for 101 yards.
Randall (Tuiningham hardly
looked like “Starship 12” in this
one. The Santa Barbara native had
no passing yards.
Philadelphia fumbled too many
times
for the NES’ C?PU to com
SHEILA SOBCHIK MUSTANC: DAILY
Spellbound by the drama of the 8-bit gridiron, Devan McClaine (left) and Tristan Aird capped a six-hour, pile.
“Well, what it boiled down to
seven-game Tecmo Super Bowl Tournament that shook the foundation upon which Building 26 was built.
was
we did didly pooh in the first
In the Food 4 Less bag (back right) lies the discarded NES knock-off that created controversy.
half,” Chartrand said. “O ur return
But things changed quickly from said afterward. “With Bhil Simms steadfastly with the button mashing
ers were fumbling more than my
spraying darts all over the field, of a champion.
there.
grandma. I thought we were gonna
On the extra-point attempt to there was no way we could hold up
Although the yards were hard to
come back in the second half with
follow, Lawrence Taylor came in for that amount of time. ... So the come by, McCdaine gave Chris
a touchdown at the start. We just
like Tarzan and blocked Jeff Jaeger’s decision was made to go with a Bahr a chance to be the hero.
fell apart. As I was about to die, all
kick off his chest.
Bahr’s kick ricocheted off the
surprise onsider.”
I could hear was ‘Timmy!’”
Then Aird made a decision he
As soon as the kickoff bar was left post, through the uprights and
could be haunted by for the rest of released with an indication it was a into Tecmo Super Bowl history.
First Round (Game 2)
his life — a surprise onside kick shank, the Room 226 contingent
“T hat’s
Lawrence
Taylor,”
Frank’s Broncos 38, Brian’s
that was recovered by New York.
erupted into pandemonium.
McClaine said after the win.
Bills 7
“ In Tecmo, 50 seconds is like 5
McClaine recovered w ithout “That’s L.T.”
Frank Stranzl poured on 2H
minutes in real life,” a solemn Aird reaction, other than calling his play
In the end, the game came down
points in the second half on his
way to a 31-0 fourth-quarter lead.
Stranzl sent the house on a
fourth-and-four at bis own 30-yard
All drinks 99®*
line with less than a minute
*|apanese Small Beer, Small Sake, Coke
remaining in the first half for a big
^
Diet Coke, Sprite, Ice Tea, Ramune
momentum-swinging play.
The flea flicker was wielded to
Everyday 3pm - 6pm
perfection by Stranzl, who even
scored a touchdown after calling
the wrong play in the third quarter.
All Day Tuesday and Wednesday,
Fumbles were a problem for
Brian McMullen.
purchase a $5.95 Large Beer and get a
“Thurman Thomas my ass!” he
free small hot Sake.
shouted after one.
(Muat Be 21 And Over. Cannot be combined with any other offer.)
Andre Reed scored Biifl'alo’s
1 9 - ^
lone touchdown.
“When he put up those seven
points,” Stranzl said, “I was a little
afraid I could blow this game. I saw
the YouTube video of the Texas
high school team blowing the
JAPAtMUUE a ttrA M A N T
game in the fourth quarter.”
Mon to Thu llom-lOpm • Fri to Sat 1lam-11pm • Sun 12pm-9pm
“ I’m quite disappointed in
767 Higuera Street Downtown SLO
11560 Loi Osoa Valley Rd. Suite 160 Laguna Village Shopping Center
see Tecmo, page 7
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continued from page 6

rhurm an Thomas,” McMullen
said. “ I thought he would show
up to play today. He seemed
like he was hung over out there
on the field. Mostly it was my
poor coaching. ;.. As a play in
football, the flea flicker’s the
worst in the world. My players
keep getting stuck in pi.xilated
globs on the field.”
The final score in the game
came on an onside kick return.
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First Round (Game 3)
SCREENSHOT MUSIANC. DAll.Y
Justin’s Lions 10, Am y’s
Fearsome even during the game’s introductions, Lawrence
49ers 10 (OT)*
Taylor was named tournament MVP after coming up with
In the most controversial fin
a game-changing block of an extra point.
ish since the Immaculate
Keception, Justin Fassino won
about going with some- overshadowing John Taylor’s four
by default after Amy Asman’s
body other than San catches for 118.
forfeit that came following the
Francisco. That’s just not
“Anything Joe Montana puts in
two teams’ battle to a five-peri
fair. I think I might go the air is complete on this video
od stalemate.
with New York.”
game,” Aird said. “Therefore, the
After the underdog Asman
only way to beat the 49ers is to get
took a 3-0 first-quarter lead,
Semifinals (Game 5) to the quarterback. Send 11 players
Fassino came right back with
Tristan’s
Raiders after him every play, because if he
SHEILA SOBCHIK MUSIANG DAllY
Harry Sanders, who ripped off
gets the pass off, it’s complete no
Justin Fassino (far left) and Tyler Wise (far right) were two among the near-sellout 23, Frank’s 49ers 14
an SO-yard touchdown run.
After a spirited debate matter what the DH does.”
crowd In Room 226 to watch the Tecmo Super Bowl Tournament title game. After
Sanders zigged and zagged
over
whether it would
a crushing 17-16 loss, the only consolation for Tristan Aird (middle right) was the
his way to a tournament-high Icee to his left.
even be allowed to play
Semifinals (Game 6)
211 yards rushing.
Devan’s Giants 55, Justin’s
as the omnipotent 49ers,
Hut Rodney Heete was picked players — their heads weren’t in it. player movement in a sketchy man the anticipated battle of San Chiefs 9
off twice, once by Ronnie Lott — I do appreciate the good sports ner.
Francisco vs. L.A. commenced.
What the hell happened?
McMullen then brought in his
which set up Roger Craig’s go- manship on the part of my oppo
Raiders nose tackle Hob Golic
Well, 220-72 in total yardage
ahead touchdown catch from Joe nent by conceding, in a strange sit old, authentic NFS to squash the was a wrecking ball, swim-moving could paint the picture.
debate.
Montana with 2:15 left in the uation, victory.”
through the 49ers’ interior offen
So could Christian Okoye’s six
Asman said: “ 1 have to work on
There was little debate about
third.
sive line like a knife cutting a sand fumbles.
San Francisco was unable to my pages. ... My sandwich is tasty. McClaine’s Tecmo Super Howl wich.
“There’s ass-kickmgs and then
convert on fourth-and-short, and ... It’s gonna be a toss-up between prowess.
Golic finished with 12 sacks.
there’s what you just saw,”
A Dexter Carter fumble on a
Fassino responded in the final 1:09 Tristan and Devan.”
“We couldn’t stop (ìolic,” StranzI McCdaine said. “It felt like there
punt return led to McMullen’s TD
by driving for a game-tying field
said. “He was definitely the differ were nine (Kansas Cuty) turnovers.
and a late 10-7 deficit, but
First Round (Game 4)
goal as time in regulation expired.
ence in the game.There was no flu That’s coach Harcells. That’s the
McClaine
piled
up
24
points
in
the
D
evan’s
49ers
31,
Brian’s
The 49ers had no rushing yards.
idity to what we were doing on Tuna. I am big baby Jesus.”
final quarter.
As for the ending, it’s anyone’s Bills 7
offense. ... Tristan was stuffing up
C^f Okoye’s fumbling troubles,
McMullen was re-admitted into
“ I think it’s just familiarity,”
guess.
Fassino said: “He needs to take up
the middle all the time.”
A bunch of three-and-outs in the tournament field on the bot McCdaine said of the controllers.
Jackson and Allen, meanwhile, something like cricket or billiards.
overtime and no points to show for tom half of the bracket against the “ It’s not so much that the other tag-teamed for 14f) yards on If) Something where he doesn’t have
controllers are bad. It’s like sleeping
it. In Tecmo Super Howl, double top overall seed, McCdaine.
the chance to have the ball fall out
carries.
This came after a controversial in your own bed.”
OT does not exist.
Despite Schroeder’s 3n-percent of his hands. ... This is why I’m a
In foreshadowing of the title
“ I had plenty of opportunities to accusation that Aird’s NFS knock
completion percentage, Hrown hockey fan. You’ll never see scores
close the game,” Fassino said. “My off had controllers that influenced game, McC'laine said:“ I’m thinking hauled in three passes for 140 yards. this lopsided.”

Chuck Norris puts B u b b l ^ ^ AUiy in stidgr situation
A picture b worth a thousand
sticks of gum.
Chuck Norris heard the tales. The
tales of a mean street that only he
would not be intimidated by
That only he could clean up.
After threatening all the gum
off the walls, Norris perform ed
a roundhouse kick that
reduced the entire m ess into
rubbie.
Upon leaving the scene, Norris
was quoted as saying, *i was
either gonna chew som e bubbiegum or kick som e ass. I was
aM out of bubbiegum.”
GRANT THEOPHILUS PHOmo HiXiSTRATION
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Tyta shares tale o f personal hardship, sucx^ess at Poly
Banks started the tt)ur because she
saw it as a pertect opportunity tt)
ML'SIANC. DAIIY
speak to thousands of college stiulents
lyr.i li.uiks, who is currently on a about the hardships she has faced in
nation-wide tour promotinit her life, like being called fat by the
self, spoke to C'al Foly stiulents tabloids, and how she was able to
Friday as a part of ASIs True Life overcome them.
Series.
“I know how inspirational I am to
people, and even though you are all
able to learn from my advice on
om
m.
‘The Tyra Banks Show’ and
‘America’s Next Top Model,’ I
because f im
thought this would be a perfect
beautiful. Cal R)ly opportunity for you listen to more
of my words of wisdom,” Banks said
111 her opening words.

Banks began her career as a supermodel and slowly moved her way up
the ranks with her acting debut on
The Fresh Frince of Bel-Air and star
ring roles in movies such as the
Disney Cdiannel Original Movie
“Life-Size.” She said it was after her
movie career took otf that she knew
she was really going to be big.
“I’m doing things more powerful
than Oprah or Brad and Angelina, and
I’m half their age. If you look at the
things that I have accomplished and
how much better 1 am making peo
ple's lives, it truly is amazing,” Banks
said.

Samantha Freitas

P T bate

You’ve reached new heights.

Ernst & Young our commitment to your personal growth and
success will get you moving in the right direction.
Congratulations and welcome to our incoming class
from California Polytechnic State University.
ey.com/us/careers

C 2007 Einst &Youngur

Timothy Aing

Sue Kang

Carlee Bali

Kelsey Klein

Adam Bones

Cathalina Kung

Jacob Booth, Intern

Kristin Leopold

Martha Caldwell, Intern

Nathan Louie, Intern

Charisse Daggs

Johnny Luu, Intern

Maribei De La Torre

Ryan McGee

Alex DiGrazia, Intern

Kelly Nahman, Intern

Dana Dooiin

Marissa Orozco, Intern

Patrick Doyle, Intern

Michelle Rodriguez, Intern

Gavin Duffy, Intern

Armin Shahabi, Intern

Jonathan Duong

Madison Sinclair, Intern

Erin Fisher

Andrew Stroud

Michael Gallardo

Bryan Tellado

Adam Guise

Yno Antonio Teotico, Intern

Patrick Hart, Intern

Dennis Thompson

Wes Hartman, Intern

Yu Tse, Intern

Tyler Herb, Intern

Omar Valencia

Nicole Heyer, Intern

Jeremy Wakamiya, Intern

James Huang, Intern

Angela Ward, Intern

Kristy iyama, Intern

Jill Westbrook, Intern

Tyler Johns, Intern

Kim Willis

Tracy Jones

Mohammed Zahriya, Intern

The Cdiuniash Auditorium was
packed with students who came to
listen to the supernioders talk and ask
her questions about problems they’re
facing in their own lives.
“I’ve struggled with self-esteem
issues my whole life. My parents
abused me and all of my friends tell
me that I’m fat and ugly. It’s so hard
walking down the street .iiid having
people stare at me in disgust, so I’ve
recently,” engineering senior (iaroline
Murphey said.
“(iirl, stop right there. I started
modeling when 1 was U) years old,
and even though I am one of the
worlil’s most beautiful people, it was
not easy in the beginning. I mean,
there were times when photographers
told me I should lose a few pounds,
and there were times that I was hav
ing such a bail day that 1 would eat
almost a whole box of Oreos, and
look where I am now. I told myself 1
could do whatever 1 wanted to do,
and I’ve done it. Learn from me,”
Banks said in response.
Banks also spoke to the audience
about how it was really difficult gnnving up a skinny girl, and that she w.is
sometimes even called “awkward and
too skinny” by her cl.issmates.
“I’m telling ya’ll, it's not easy grow
ing up in today’s world. I had to
endure so much pain, and there are
still times when I h.ive to. Flello, we all
saw those awful tabloid stories about
me, and it’s painful to see, but some
times you just havx* to s.iy,‘kiss my fat
ass!’ to the world.” she said.
One sobbing young man, nutrition
sophomore John I )orian, stepped to
the micmphone and painfully told
Tyra how hard it has been for him
trying to find a girlfriend.
“I have fallen for girl after girl, but
they are all repulsed by me. 1 try so
hard to be the kind of guy they want
me to be, but nobody likes me,” he
said.
“John, I have been in 1lollywood
for over a decade now. It was so hard
for me to walk down the Victoria’s
Secret runway for the last time, but I
knew I w'asjust ending one chapter of
my life and beginning of the next. I’m
in the next chapter now, with two
very successful television shows, and I
couldn’t be happier. I feel like every
body wants to lx* me, and I love that
feeling,” Banks said.
She ended her presentation by
doing what she called “a silly, funky,
hilarious dance” to show that she is
not worried about what other people
think about her.

I said I
wasn’t
gonna lose
my head, but
then ‘pop’
went my
deadline!
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M cD team y to head pre-m ed program
Thousands o f female students switch into the new, dreamy major
Cassie Gaeto

IJ

MUSTANC: DAILY

's-iyn
After weeks of salary negotiations,
it became official on Friday that
“Cirey’s Anatomy” star Patrick
Dempsey, better known as Dr.
McDreamy, will take over as depart
ment head of a new pre-med major at
Cal Poly. Dempsey who has no other
medical training outside of the AHC'
set of the prime-time drama, says he is
up to the challenge.
“Honestly, I don’t think there is
even that much to know when it
comes to being a doctor,” Dempsey
said. “1 mean you can always just cut
someone open and see what happens.
It is much harder to deliver lines
while having to worry about looking
good on the show.”
After I )enipsey’s character I )r.
Derek Shepherd fell into a coma last
week, the star has a lot more time on
his hands. Writers say the character’s
state of unconsciousness may last a
few seasons, leaving the actor out of
work in the entertainment industry.
The College of Math and Sciences
has also been experiencing some fall
backs with the recent firing of their
biological sciences department head
in light of an incident where a live
student was mistaken for a cadaver.
Also the science departments have

Of

3»"
been reporting severe enrollment
drops over the last tive years; C.al Poly
attributes this to the lack of goodlooking male professors within the
college. CX)SAM hope a new major
and new man will revamp their
image.
“1just think it is so much easier to
learn from someone attractive. 1
mean, students learn more when
they are focused on the lecturer. 1
don’t think anyone can loose focus
offi of McDreamy,” recreation admin
istration junior Melanie Kandolph
said.
Since the announcement, over
4.00() change-of-major requests have
been submitted to the College of
Math and Science by female students
hoping to study under Mcl )reamy.
The college administration is cur
rently overwhelmed with all the
requests and says it may be months
before they can all be processed.
Dempsey is scheduled to begin
teaching several new pre-med classes
along with existing lilO 351,

Principles of Genetics starting fall
quarter.
“I love genetics, I owe mine every
thing. Without this face and this body,
(iod know's where 1 would be. Seems
only fair to pay those genetics my
respect and teach about them at a uni
versity,” Dempsey said.
The timing between Cal Poly fac
ulty change and Dempsey’s show lay
off could not have been better.
1)empsey is also very excited because
San Luis Obispo is close enough so he
can commute to L.A. for auditions.
I )empsey has also said that he plans
on bringing in help from his fellow
co-stars Katherine Heigl and Kate
Walsh during certain lectures.
“My lesson plan will be based
loosely off of the show; we didn’t win
Ciolden (ilobes for nothing. Students
can learn a lot about the medical field
from ‘(irey’s Anatomy,”’ Dempsey
said. “ILemember that episode where
there was a bomb in that guy? That
would be an awesome lecture.”
Specifics on Dempsey’s teaching
contract in terms of years committed
and salary have yet to be disclosed, but
the star does have one additional con
dition he wants met prior to coming
to Cal Poly. Dempsey would like to
rename the Fisher Science building as
Seattle Grace Memorial; Cal Poly has
yet to comment on the name change.

h

SHE-RA PRINCESS OF POWER

MUSTANC. DAILY

Doctor Derek Shepard (Patrick Dempsey) recently joined the Cal Poly
staff when he began teaching classes based on “Grey’s Anatomy.”

Poly gets Extrem e M akoven D orm E dition Pebbles —
Brian McMullen
MUSTANC DAIIY

As if Cial Poly isn’t undergoing
enough construction, last week the
campus was host to the TV show
“Extreme
Makeover:
Dorm
Edition.”
Four pairs of n>ommates and one
resident advisor at ('al Poly lived in
their dorm’s study nxim for three
days while a team of construction
workers, interior designers, and exTKL host Carson Daly customized
their moms.
Biology
freshman
Lindsay
Hofflager and her roommate, soil sci
ences freshnian Ciretchen Lionopolis,
wen.* the first students to be surprised
with their renovated mom.
“When Carson opened the dcxir, 1
wanted to kick him in his junk, my
mom looked like shit,” Hofflager
said.
(fathering from the large amount
of belts Hofflager and Lionopolis had
in their closets, the “Extreme
Makeover” team decided on a
bondage theme, knocking out two
walls to provide room for holding
cells.
Mechanical engineering freshman *
Gabbie Rosales used to live next
door to Hofflager. “Where am 1 sup
posed to live now? In a jail cell in that
froaking dungeon? I’m calling my
lawyer,” she said.
1)aly defended the bondage theme
saying, “tickle me, c’mon, do it.”
The second roommates to have
their room renovated were liberal arts
froshman Laniont Strafflegaffle and
basketweaving junior Aluicious Kon.
“I was second to get my room
a‘iiovatt*d.They came in, drank about
50 beers and then blew a hole in my
wall and left. Now everyone on the

í ;o u r i k s y p h o t o s

that the “Extreme Makeover” team
replaced his nxiinmate with Snoop
I)ogg.
“My roommate used to listen to
rap, and I hate rap, now that I’ve got
Snoop Dogg as a roommate I’ll
never get to listen to my folk
music,” he s;ud.
“Shut up honky,” Snoop Dogg
said. When asked why he agreed to
move into a dorm room at C'al Poly
the Doggf'ather said, “I’m hero for
that agriculture, ya feel me?
C'huroh, priest, tabernacle.”
Shiznizo plans on moving out of
his dorm room, a decision that
pleased Smxip I)oj^.
“That’s more room for me and
deez nuts. I love cashews. Livin’ that
boss’s life, doggf'ather, church, straw
berry shortcake.”

Cal Poly student Joe Blow experienced a moment of pure terror when
he realized that his new dorm room was actually a prison cell.
front lawn can watch me change,”
Strafflegaffle said.
The only roommates to enjoy the
renovations were soil sciences fresh
man Giordianolia,skafam Bob and
viticulture freshman Eligh Pee.
“It’s frickin’ sweet, they put five
microwaves in hero, a big screen TV,
a pool table, and a candy machine!”
Pec said.
However, resident adviser and
materials engineering senior Kami
Slodango found faults with Bob and
Pee’s room. “For one, microwaves are
illegal to have in dorm rooms. Two,
they have 25 surge protectors
plugged into four outlets. Three,
(Extreme Makeover) didn’t even
provide all of this junk, they stole it
fnxn the common n)om,” she said.
“Nah-uh, we didn’t steal anything.
Who arc you going to believe, her or
me? The answer’s easy: me. I’m on

TV” Daly said.
Recreation administration major
and resident adviser Lanolin Yik was
sorely offended by the renovations
done to her room.
“Lanolin had a lot of shoes so we
thought to ourselves, hey, what
would help out a broke college stu
dent with a shoe fetish? A sweatshop,
of course,” Daly said.
The sweatshop iiiYik’s room was
worked by 12 children around the
age of 5 and was capable of produc
ing 5(H) pairs of shoes during a typi
cal 24-hour workday.
“I’m doing what Angelina Jolie
would do in this situation. I’m atlopting all of thc*se children and they aro
going to live in my nx>m with me.
On an unrolated note, I got high-top
. Nike Airs for sale, holla!” Yik said.
Journalism freshman Brodog
Shiznizo was surprised to find out
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she rocked
our w orld

Emily Rancer
M USIANi. DAIIY
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WHERE'S

In a sense.she was
the one-eyed won
der.
Pebbles
Sobchik, hamster of
jati r.
Mustang
Daily
photo editor Sheila Sobchik, died
peacefully in the newsroom on May
2. She was 2 years old. Pebblc*s had
many notable accomplishments
throughout her brief life despite sev
eral personal obstacle's. She rolled
down the (iraphic C'ommunications
hallway and off the second-storv’
stairwell three time's in her hamster
ball. But each time, she walked away
without injury.
“She survived three suicide
attempts,” Sheila said. “She was an
extraordinary' pet.”
In addition to being a spokesniodel for PETA and knowing how to
drive her own hamster-mobile, she
could also fit 12 treats in her mouth
at once.
“She was more than just Sheila’s
hamster. She was the Mustang Daily’s
center of happiness, of hope and of
sanity,” managing editor Jennifer H.ill
said.
Over winter break. Pebbles’ eye got
caught on something and popped
out. Despite being half-blind, she
romained the newsnxxn’s watchman
at night after all the editors left.
“She had incredible self-determi
nation in the face of tragedy,” news
editor Kristen Marschall said.
“Pebbles is surely rolling around
heaven.” In lieu of flowers, the family
is requesting yogurt drops.
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B est an d w orst crappers o n cam pus
Janelle Eastridge

The restrooms
found in
Engineering IV
and the Math and
Science building
top the list for
best womens and
men’s restrooms
for their automat
ic flushers and
short lines.

.MUSTANd DAIIY

When nature calls, well, you
gotta do what you gotta do. And
truth be told, when the situation
arises, any old bathroom — or,
quite literally, hole in the gmund,
tor that matter — will do. But the
nice, squeaky-clean ones are pre
ferred, with good reason. So here’s a
non-comprehensive list of those
main campus bathrooms that you
should honestly consider reworking
your route to class for — and those
that you should avoid at all costs:

The
Best:
R estroom s

GRAIG MANTLE

2. The women’s restroom located
upstairs in the University Union may
be one of the most widely used bath
rooms on campus, but this is not
without good reason: It really is that
good. The bathroom is spacious and
clean. And (this is the best part) it’s
probably the best smelling bathroom

m
W H £R£'S
.. W A R !

T he W orst: W om en’s
R estroom s

I . The bathrooms found adja
cent to the women’s locker room
in Oandall Cyinnasiuin leave
something to be desired — um,
'%"***I
quite literally. Honestly, who
Som e general tips:
wants to use a bathrotim where
1. Notice any trends? Yup, good
the first stall (i.e. the one closest to bathrooms seem to come in pairs, so
the sinks) doesn’t even have a side take note of the rantings and ravings
panel? (Note: There’s a shower of bathrooms by friends of the oppo
curtain in the panel’s place, but site sex.
still...)
2. Look for drinking fountains —
they are your guiding light to a
2. At the time Engineering much-needed toilet in times of dire
West was built it may have been need.
easy to get away with having only
3. Opt for newer buildings (duh!)
one
stall
in
the
women’
s
restroom.
when
looking for nice bathrooms.
impressive men’s bathrooms, but it’s
But times have changed, and some And (perhaps the less obvious option)
the closest Cal Poly will get.
(not all, mind you) of those bath try to find restrooms located near fac
2.
The two men’s restrooms foundrooms have not kept up. Try to avoid ulty offices — these tend to be kept
in the Education building (rooms 119 room 203 in this building, and opt in better condition and are used by
and 202) aren’t really Engineering IV instead for the bigger bathroom less people.
IV
status, but these big, clean bathrooms around the corner. No one wants
are pretty darn nice. Plus, there are to wait in the always-therc line
dividers between the urinals (some thatibrms during class breaks.
MUSTANC; IlAll.Y

on campus — it (almost)
always smells like roses!
W o m en’s No joke.

1. The new Engineering IV
women’s (and men’s) bathrooms (all
of them!) are freaking amazing.
Honestly, the women’s bathroom has
12 stalls, si,\ sinks and brand-new
everything (including motion-sensor
tlushers ... you won’t find those any
where else on campus). Plus, the red
and gray motif is oh-so-pleasing to
the c*ye, especially in comparison to
the mainly bubble-gum pink
restrooms found elsewhere.

3.
Room 130A in the Math and
Science building is next to tlu
women’s restroom described
above. Instead of the hideous pink,
though, there is luckily a much
nicer shade of blue. The perks of
its women’s counterpart apply
here, too (though, honestly, when
do guys ever have to wait in line?).

JÍ
3. OK, this one may
not be nice per se, but it
is secluded and never
crowded, which is always
a plus. The bubble-gum,
Pepto-Bismol blend of
pink is a little dishearten
ing, but not having to
wait to pee makes the
décor of room 128B in the Math and
Science building worth the trek.

The
Best:
R estroom s

M en ’s

1.
As stated above. Engineering
contains amazing bathrooms for men
and women alike (read the descrip
tion above). This male version of the thing that doesn’t seem to be a given
women’s best conies complete with on our campus), which I’ve been told
seven urinals and five stalls. It may IS always a good thing.
pale in comparison to Madonna Inn’s

STORAGE
$10 Gets You In!
(Starting April 24th Ending May 31st 2007)

$10 In Cash - Student I.D. with ad will
secure you a spot for June 1st, 2007.

■5 .ÍS T
Open 7 days/week
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm
Closed all major holidays
We gladly accept

(805) 546-9788
154 Suburban Rd
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(behind Food 4 Less)

M en’s

I. OK, imagine this: You’re
standing at the unnal, doing your
thing. Then the guy using the
stall located directly behind you
finishes, opens the door and —
wham! — hits you right in the
behind. Doesn’t sound appealing?
Yeah, it makes me glad I’m not a
guy. Steer dear of the super small
men’s restroom on the ground
floor of the Agricultural Sciences
building.

Cramped space and
missing stall panels
put the restrooms in
CYandall Gymnasium
and the agricultural
Science building on
the worst restrooms
list at Cal Poly.
GRAIG MANTLE
M U VIA M . DAIIY

A ttention Ca l Po ly Clubs :

Rent

Don't be caught without storage!

The
W orst:
R estroom s

(U-HaulOnly)
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R aisin g aw areness ab o u t raisin g aw areness
Angel Pacheco
MUS1 AN (; DAIIY

he contlict in Darfur,
Sudan, global warming
and discrimination are all
worthy issues that many organiza
tions have been dedicated to raising
awareness for. But is that enough
awareness? One organization says
no, as the awareness for some plights
has yet to even be picked up, let
alone raised.
The
Raising
Awareness
Association (RAWASS) is working
to raise awareness for the overlooked

T

issues
deemed
frivolous by other
awareness-raising
clubs. A sample of
the
issues
RAWASS
has
'ili
raised awareness
for
include
Chuck
Norris
jokes not being funny anymore and
how much cooler “Mortal Kombat”
was on Sega Genesis than on Super
Nintendo.
“I raise awareness because I don’t
want to know where we’d be with
out it’’ said Anthony Austin,

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Derby drink

37 (Oh ... my ...
Lord!]

18 Mies van der

65 Dog team’s
burden

19 Delele

23 Indian honorific
24 Sales talk
25 ‘C o m e on in!"
29 Successor to
Marshall on the
Supreme Court
33 Part of a tuba’s
sound
34 Cheering loudly

14

lis

TT

liè

n

No. 0403
11 TT TT

w~

67 Wheel turner
68 Banks on a
runway

Z7 1
U

69 And those that
follow: Lat.

44 Contents of
some pits

36

40

DOWN

48 Words below the
Lincoln Memorial
50 Actor Davis
53 Archipelago part

1 Stuff
2

________ Bator

3 Director
Riefenstahl

54 Jessica Alba/
Chris Evans
double feature?

4 Still

60 Race created by
H. G . Wells

6 Exceedingly

61 ‘ Some busy and
Insinuating
rogue." in
Shakespeare

8 Comment from a
person who digs

Punì« byDavidOuartool andMikaNottmagal

9 Warning sign

30 Glossy
alternative

41 A train may go
down it

31 Dam location

46 When doubled, a 55 “Family Ties"
son
Gabor

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
1l |A|T|I

r~ r “

F

66 Garden bulbs

45 Poem part

20 Eddie Murphy/
Nick Notte
double feature?

r

64 Overflow (with)

38 George
Clooney/Brad
10 Word with critical
Pitt double
or Catholic
feature?
14 Tylenol
42 Bankruptcy
competitor
cause
15 Red resident of
43 Th e Creator, in
Sesame Street
the Koran
16 Troubles
17 “XJlympia’ artist

Edited by Will Shortz

62 Long-billed
game bird

6 Futile

RAWASS
task
force commander
and philosophy
senior. “1 am
always ready to
pounce like some
type of awareness-barfmg cat
on an issue that
has gone unrepresented.”
RAWASS’ current campaign,
“The Rock” Rocks Uncut, has the
organization raising awareness about
how much better the theatrical ver
sion of the action film “The Rock”
is than the version that is aired on
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63 Title for a person
with a J .D

television.
“ 1 wanted to raise awareness
among people who only saw the
edited version on TV,” Austin said. “I
mean, there’s that part where
Nicolas Cage said something about
doing his best, and then Sean
Connery was all like, ‘Your best?
Losers always whine about their
best. Winners go home and f—k the
prom queen!’That was so badass! it
is my job, nay, my duty, to raise
awareness about how much cooler
that line is with that nice, little ‘f—k’
in there.”
To raise awareness for “The
Rock” Rocks Uncut, RAWASS is
hoping to distribute copies of the
DVD to students and members of
the community. RAWASS is looking
to local businesses to help raise the
awareness by either donating cash or
copies of the film, but has had little
success.
“Most store owners are unaware
that there’s a problem and just tell
me to get the hell out when I tell
them what I need money for,”
Austin said. “They don’t take me
seriously. But you know what? I
don’t take them seriously! Do they
think that awareness is already at an
optimal level or something? O r
worse, do they want to lower aware-

his freshman year in 2003 when he
poked his eye out on the metal
frame of an umbrella after opening it
indoors.
“1 thought,‘Oh shit, that really is
bad luck; the public needs to know
about this,”’ Austin said, taking a
small baby-food jar out of his pock
et with his now pickled eyeball
inside of it. “This is my little
reminder; this is what happens when
there is not enough awareness being
raised, and I’ll be damned if 1 ever let
something like this happen again.”
Austin then set out on his first
awareness-raising campaign that
focused on not opening umbrellas
indoors. But Austin soon noticed
that there were several other issues
that he wanted to raise awareness
for.
He went about putting together
small awareness-raising task force
that soon came to be known as
RAWASS.
“People come and go,” Austin
said, who is currently the only active
RAWASS member. “1 guess it’s just
too much o f a time commitment for
most, which is an issue 1 raise aware
ness for as soon as someone express
es interest in joining. But there are
just so many issues that, until now,
have been straggling along with only
minimal awareness.”
5»»
RAWASS is still focused on its
Austin started RAWASS during “The Rock” Rocks Uncut cam
paign, but Austin is always thinking
of future projects.
“1 noticed that there isn’t enough
awareness for that old board game
Crossfire, where two people shoot
little metal balls at these ninja star
3 1 2 4 9 7 8 6 5
looking things that are on the board.
6 8 4 5 2 1 3 7 9
Nobody ever talks about it and it
7 9 5 8 6 3 1 4 2
was awesome as hell - especially the
9 2 8 3 5 6 4 1 7
song,” he said, kicking over his chair
5 7 1 2 8 4 6 9 3
and then falling to his knees while
4 6 3 1 7 9 2 5 8
holding an imaginary guitar neck m
his left hand and strumming invisi
2 4 7 6 3 5 9 8 1
ble
strings with his right, “('rossfire.
1 3 9 7 4 8 5 2 6
you'll get c.uight up in the, Oossfire,
8 5 6 9 1 2 7 3 4
Crossfire. CROSS! IYAAHHH'"

For answers call 1-900-285-5656, S i 20 a minute: or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-8 8 8 -7 -A C R O S S

27 Biblical
queendom

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)

28 .
care in the
world

Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/leaming'xwords.

SLOTOWNBARBERSHOP
$11 HAIRCUTS
Tues-Thur 7anv6pm
Frisai
8 30am8pm

Mark Roetker
805.543.9744

1261 Laurel Lane
San Lihs Obispo, CA 93401

CLASSI FI ED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENTAL HOUSING

LOST AND FOUND

Entrepreneurs Wanted!
Looking to get into the best in
home-based business? We’re
seeking hard-working business
minded students. No exp.
necessary. Training provided.
Pay from a $100 to SlOOO-i- a
week depending on qualifications.
Contact; (805) 787-0567

The Mustang Daily is looking for
a new Classifieds Ad Manager.
Must be responsible,
organized, and enjoy working with
people. Part-time, flexible hours!
Contact Paul or Jackie at
756-1143 or inquire at
Graphic Arts Bldg 26 Rm. 226

Got a flip side?
Join Pilipino Cultural Exchange!
www.pceslo.com

Summer Sublease $600 OBO
Private room in two bedroom
apartment on Foothill. No pets or
smoking. Must be neat.
Call Jackie (408) 821-6253

FOUND Woman’s watch near
Foothill Blvd. Call (916) 214-5090

Place your Ad! 756-1143

LOST brown, leather trifold wallet
in business bldg. (831) 325-1562

HOMES FOR SALE

FOUND Bluetooth headset in
library. Call (916) 616-7434

Modeling Opportunities
in Art, beauty, and Swimwear.
See davidschoen.com and e-mail
or call (805) 471-0875.
Like working with children and are
interested in tutoring at local ele
mentary schools, come by the SOS
office in UU 217 or email scsyouthprograms@gmail.com

SWIM INSTRUCTORS MUST BE
GREAT WITH CHILDREN.
COMMITTED AND FUN!
5 Cities Swim Club 481-6399
Join Beyond Shelter to volunteer
at local homelessness shelter!
beyondshelter@hotmail.com
Envision World Peace.
Educate yourself. Take action.
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com

SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
Raise the Respect Meeting
Educating student about current
injustices and taking action!
Monday, May 7 at 7pm
in Bldg 33 Rm 287!
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com
Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net
SHOUTS OUTS free every Thursday

Free List of all Houses and
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
(805) 546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
Downtown SLO Condo
Just Listed on 4/12. Two
Bedroom, One Bath Condo.
$349,900. Photos and info at
680Chorro.com.
Keith Byrd, Century 21. 459-4723

LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with
heart. Please call 705-6090

REWARD for LOST Cannon Camera
Contact Megan: (831) 521-5770
LOST IPod Nano, white, 4G
Contact (916) 705-0564
FOUND BMX Bike, Call with
description (858) 442-6004
Missing anything?
Lost and Found
ads are FREE
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H all w ins chair racing cham pionship!
Jennifer Hall
MUSlANli DAIIY

fter nearly a year of fierce
competition and numer
ous knocked over trashcans, the Mustang Daily Chair
Racing Cdiallenge has finally
declared a winner.
In one of the closest races in U.S.
history, Jennifer Hall, managing
editor of the Mustang Daily, pulled
out the victory over her opponent
editor in chief Emily Rancer.
“ It was an epic finish,” Hall said.
"Emily gave me a run for my
money hut in the end, she just
couldn’t get around that table.”
The rules of chair racing are sim
ple. There are none.
The first player to make it from
one end of the hallway in the
(iraphic Arts building to other side
is the winner.
“ It’s one of the most difficult
sports out there.” Rancer said.
“Most people think water polo and
football are the most brutal until
they try chair racing.”
There are many different strate
gies involved in chair racing. Shoe
type, height and angle of the chair
and wheel maneuverability are all
important factors to be considered
before participating in this rolling
showdown.
“ If one of them was wearing flip
flops, they would postpone the
race,” copy editor Angel Pacheco
said.
This year’s challenge has been
ongoing since June 200b. The run
ning tally has been posted on the
Mustang Daily office door for stu-
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JKNNIFER HALl’S CAMERA SELF-TIMER WITH THE COOL COYOTE SOI ND .MLsiANi.
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Managing editor Jennifer Hall (left) took the chair racing championship title In an epic 10-9 victory over edi
tor in chief Emily Rancer (right). Hall channeled Chuck Norris’ lighting-fast speed in the final round to win.
dents to check up on.
“ 1 used to think that the NFL
Draft was the most exciting sport
ing event,” sports editor Tristan Aird
said.“ Hut I would run to that door
every day to check the new chair
racing score.”
Hall was the first racer to reach
the required 10 victories and will
be treated to Hali’s by her oppo
nent.
“ I’m going to get the biggest cup
of frozen yogurt you have ever
seen,” Hall said. “No topping is

safe.”
In the beginning, Rancer led the
challenge by two races, but then
Hall pulled ahead by three.
“I just got too comfortable and
underestimated Jenn’s ability to
channel the (duick and beat me,”
Rancer said.
In one remarkable race, Rancer
was ahead until Hall blocked her
path, causing Rancer to collide
with a large recycling bin toppling
it to the ground.
“I was afraid she may have been

seriously injured but that girl is one
tough cookie.” a spectator said.
The same day in a second sur
prise race, Rancer held the lead
again but was nearly taken out by a
table.
Thankfully, her petite size of 5
feet saved her life as she was able to
duck underneath the menacing slab
of wood and avoid decapitation.
“ If that had been me, my head
would have been rolling on the
ground,” Hall said.
The challenge has drawn a fol

lowing of supporters as unsuspect
ing students and instructors have
become obstacles in the hallways.
“I turned the corner one night
and almost collided head on with
one of them,” a graphic commu
nications professor said.“Now I’m
hooked, I can’t miss a race.”
Last month, the score was tied
at seven to seven. Then Rancer
pulled ahead but Hall regained
ground to bring the challenge
down to one last race.
In the final battle for first,
Rancer and Hall were neck and
neck. Despite attempts to throw
each other ofT course, the two
opponents defied all rules of
motion and remained on track.
“1 gave Emily a good shove to
the side right off the bat but she
countered with a lightening fast
push toward the wall,” Hall said.
In the end. Hall was tri
umphant, touching the wall just
0.3 seconds before Rancer.
“She got me this time,” Rancer
said. “ Hut there’s always next
year.”
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Poly C anyon V illa ^ to feature m oving side(valk
Justin Fassino
M U STAN C. DAIIY

Change
is
coming to the
way students get
to
school.
Starting in fall
200H, the first
ever
moving
sidewalk will be operating to take stu
dents from the newly-opened Holy
C^anyon Village (H('V) to the rest of
campus.
The moving sidewalk is the first pro
ject in a series of school initiatives to
make it easier for students to get
around.
“While the moving sidewalk will be
more convenient, the main goal of this
particular project was to find more cre
ative ways to spend student funds,” said
Susan Rains, C^il Holy’s C'ommuter and
Access coordinator. As a result of the
nuilti-million-dollar loans the school
took out to pay for the construction and
implementation of HCW, tuition and stu
dent fees are expected to be raised in a
series of exponential hikes over the next
five to seven years.
“A hit to the pocketbook is a small
price to pay for the opportunity to use
this state-of-the-art transportation sys-

tern,” Rains said.
The impact of the pix>ject will be felt first and
foremost by incoming
freshmen who are slated
to inhabit HCV. During
campus tours this spring,
parents and prospective
students will be able to
view both the housing complex and the
moving sidewalk construction site.
“Wiit, they actually expect people to
live w.iy out here?” said C'al Holy stu
dent-to-be Jennifer Feldman. HC3V is
located nearly lb miles outside of cam
pus-proper, even though it lies on Cal
Holy land. Even though the facilities will
be opened in 200b, electricity, running
water, and central heating and air sys
tems are not expected to be installed
until 2011 at the earliest. In the mean
time, the Cal Holy biology department
will be donating tranquilizer rifles to
freshmen during that period in order to
defend themselves.
“This is a great opportunity,” C^il Holy
biology department chair Michael
Yoshimura said. “ For the first time our
department will have a virtual army of
volunteers to capture and catalog the
indigenous species in the area surround
ing HCW. It was previously deemed too
unsafe for field trips.”
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In addition, the department is
requesting students to approach and tag
any animals they happen to put down
during their stay at HCW. Researchers
will then analyze the gathered data from
the safety of the concrete fortress that is
Fisher Science.
“ It may seem unsafe,” University
Holice C'hief William Wotton said. “We
don’t want our students to worry. The
moving sidewalk has an electrified fence
around it to prevent wild animal
attacks.”
Watton was quick to emphasize, how
ever, that there will be no funny busi
ness on the commute from Holy Canyon
Village to campus.
“We will have officers monitoring
the walkway at all times,” he said.
“Hunitive action will be severe if we
catch any student or faculty member
standing still in the left-hand lane or
walking rapidly on the right. Hroper
moving sidewalk etiquette and behavior
will be posted every quarter mile. Obey
the signage.”
The University Holice Department
says that any money they make from
tickets given on the moving sidewalk
will be used to finance phase two of the
commuter initiative: a helipad and air
shuttle service from Kennedy Library to
the University Union.
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A moving sidewalk between Poly Canyon Village and
campus will be up .ind ready to move students to and
from class by fall 2008. But pay attention to moving
sidewalk etiquette to avoid being cited by IJPD for
improper moving behavior.

